Turn Your BBQ Into A Pizza Oven With This DIY Clay Oven Top (Removable)
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If you have ever tried stone baked pizza or bread, you'll know why so many people are building pizza/clay ovens in their backyards. The thing is - not everyone has the room to build a full-on clay oven. Also for others, a clay oven will only get the occasional use for parties and BBQs etc. Well now there is a solution for both of these groups of people!

The DIY tutorial below explains how to make a removable clay oven top that can be placed on top
of a BBQ to transform it from BBQ to pizza oven! Now that's a cool idea! Obviously this won't work well on small BBQs, but you should be able to bake pizzas and bread if you built one of these DIY oven tops to fit a medium to large BBQ. It would probably work best of all on brick built BBQs. Check out the tutorial below for more information.
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